Tuning the heterogeneous early folding dynamics of phosphoglycerate kinase.
We recently reported stretched kinetics during the formation of a collapsed, long-lived intermediate state of the large two-domain enzyme phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK). It was postulated that intrinsic roughness of the energy landscape on the way downhill to the intermediate causes the lack of a single time-scale. Here, we investigate several alternative explanations for stretched refolding dynamics in more detail: tyrosine fluorescence, multiple tryptophan probes, and rate differences between independently folding domains. To this end, we systematically simplify PGK in several steps from the full protein with two tryptophan residues and all tyrosine residues probed, to a single domain with only one tryptophan residue and no tyrosine residue probed. The kinetics in the 10 micros to 10 ms range are revealed by laser-induced temperature-jump relaxation experiments. The isolated N-terminal domain forms an intermediate by nearly single-exponential kinetics, but the isolated C-terminal domain shows strongly non-exponential kinetics. Thus, domain interaction and a cis-proline residue between the two domains are ruled out as the sole contributors to heterogeneity during the earliest folding dynamics of the C-terminal domain. We apply two limiting models for the roughness of the energy landscape. A sequential three-state model lumps all the roughness into a single trap. The "strange kinetics" model with logarithmic oscillations developed by Klafter and co-workers distributes the roughness over a larger number of states. Both models explain our data about equally well, but the coincidental values of rate constants in all of our double-exponential fits, and the absence of a spectroscopic signature distinct from the endpoints of the folding process favors more roughness than can be explained by just a single trap.